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FPGA is the coming storm

• Since we last talked at GDC 2002, numerical research has progressed

• This talk is aimed towards hobbyist and semi-pro projects using FPGA

• Digital video hackery

• Perfecting console emulators

• Home brew soft CPU and GPU designs

• Today’s Takeaway:

https://basesandframes.wordpress.com/2016/05/17/faster-math-functions/

FPGA arithmetic has a different flavor to CPU

The last time we talked about implementing Faster Math Functions it was 
2002

This time, we’re going all-in on FPGA math for hobbyist projects

- Digital video & Color Space

- Making bit-perfect console emulations

- Playing with Home Brew GPU designs (looking at you Jaymin)

Math on FPGA has a different flavor to CPU and that’s what I hope to 
communicate in this talk.

Hope to save you the first year of R&D



Thinking in gates

• Looking at the quadratic discriminant 𝑑 = 𝑏2 − 4𝑎𝑐

• Converting CPU ops into circuitry is simple enough
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As a quick illustration 

Translating the quadratic discriminant into FPGA

Quick & Simple:

- Take the CPU ops

- Use the vendor floating point libs

- String them together and gain a little parallelism

However, we can do a LOT better

Like 1000x improvements



Thinking in gates

• Squaring is a special case of multiplication
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For example, squaring a number is a special case of multiplication
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4642000
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Thinking in gates

• Squaring is a special case of multiplication
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The long form of the multiplication

There is symmetry along the diagonal
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Thinking in gates

• Squaring is a special case of multiplication
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2321
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690000

4000000

Thinking in gates

• Squaring is a special case of multiplication
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We keep the first digit ...
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Thinking in gates

• Squaring is a special case of multiplication
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Double the remaining digits ...



2321
x    2321

4641
92400

1290000
4000000
5387041

Thinking in gates

• Squaring is a special case of multiplication
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...then sum with carry

This is of course a terrible example, in base 10

So is algorithm true? 

Re-express it with bits:

1. to illustrate the true size of a naïve multiply unit

2. to get comfortable with this bit visualization

It will come in handy later



Squaring in binary

1  ....................100100010001
0  ...................000000000000.
0  ..................000000000000..
0  .................000000000000...
1  ................100100010001....
0  ...............000000000000.....
0  ..............000000000000......
0  .............000000000000.......
1  ............100100010001........
0  ...........000000000000.........
0  ..........000000000000..........
1  .........100100010001...........
-----------------------------------

00000000010100100011001100100001  = 5387041

A basic multiply in binary

Multiplies are stacks of shifted additions

1. Rows only appear when the multiplier has a 1-bit otherwise they are 
zero

2. We sum columns (with carry) into the result

Let’s check out this symmetry idea



Squaring in binary

1  ....................100100010001
0  ...................00000000000..
0  ..................0000000000....
0  .................000000000......
1  ................10010001........
0  ...............0000000..........
0  ..............000000............
0  .............00000..............
1  ............1001................
0  ...........000..................
0  ..........00....................
1  .........1......................
-----------------------------------

Removing the duplicate bits below the diagonal line leaves us with a 
triangle of bits



Squaring in binary

1  ....................100100010001
0  ...................00000000000..
0  ..................0000000000....
0  .................000000000......
1  ................10010001........
0  ...............0000000..........
0  ..............000000............
0  .............00000..............
1  ............1001................
0  ...........000..................
0  ..........00....................
1  .........1......................
-----------------------------------



Squaring in binary

1  ....................100100010001
0  ...................00000000000..
0  ..................0000000000....
0  .................000000000......
1  ................10010001........
0  ...............0000000..........
0  ..............000000............
0  .............00000..............
1  ............1001................
0  ...........000..................
0  ..........00....................
1  .........1......................
-----------------------------------

Keep the digits on the diagonal

Double  the remaining bits



Squaring in binary

1  ...................10010001000.1
0  ..................0000000000.0..
0  .................000000000.0....
0  ................00000000.0......
1  ...............1001000.1........
0  ..............000000.0..........
0  .............00000.0............
0  ............0000.0..............
1  ...........100.1................
0  ..........00.0..................
0  .........0.0....................
1  .........1......................
-----------------------------------

Doubling is just a shift left



Squaring in binary

1  ...................1001000100001
0  ..................000000000000..
0  .................00000000000....
0  ................0000000000......
1  ...............100100001........
0  ..............00000000..........
0  .............0000000............
0  ............000000..............
1  ...........10001................
0  ..........0000..................
0  .........000....................
1  ........01......................
-----------------------------------

And we fill the spaces with zeros



Squaring in binary

1  ...................1001000100001
0  ..................000000000000..
0  .................00000000000....
0  ................0000000000......
1  ...............100100001........
0  ..............00000000..........
0  .............0000000............
0  ............000000..............
1  ...........10001................
0  ..........0000..................
0  .........000....................
1  ........01......................
-----------------------------------

00000000010100100011001100100001  = 5387041

We can see

- Multiplication is repeated addition

- Analyzing the bits can lead to smaller, faster results

(Modern multipliers are based around high radix Booth or Karatsuba 
multipliers but that is about lowering latency)



Thinking in gates

• In fixed point multiplication by four is just wiring, not even a gate

• In floating point × 4 is simply adding 2 to the exponent
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Back to the discriminant

“TIMES 4” is just a simple shift

Not even a gate, it’s just wiring



Thinking in gates

• If both operands of an ADD/SUB are the same sign, we can make the op smaller

• The cancellation case never happens, saving 1 large leading-zero-counter + 1 shifter

• For example 𝑥2 + 𝑦2 guarantees this
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Additions can be optimized if we can guarantee constraints on the inputs

If both have the same sign we can remove the cancellation case

(Not useful in this example, but used in vector length)



Thinking in gates

• If the range of the input is small, we can approximate with a table or polynomial

• Integer-only methods for SQRT can be used for fixed point
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We can approximate SQRT with a table

Or fit low degree polynomial

The whole calculation can be pipelined to produce one result per clock 
at, say, 400MHz if needed

TAKEAWAY: Arithmetic in the FPGA world is very different



1. Constant Multiply and Divide

2. Digit Recurrence

3. Small Multipliers and BitHeaps

4. CORDIC is a hammer

5. Bipartite Tables

6. Trig at Regular steps

Here’s the running order of the talk

I went overboard

There are so many interesting things

Let’s go fast



Multiply by a Constant

• Game dev has long used shifts-and-adds for fast multiplies on limited platforms:

• Less often discussed are the shift-and-subtract methods:

𝑥
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2
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19𝑥

result = ((x<<2)+x)<<2)-x; // = 19*x

*(0xa0000+(y<<8)+(y<<6)+x) = color; // base + 320*y + x
// where 320 = b10100000

In the 8-bit days multipliers were exotic

We learned to use shifts-and-adds

The really good programmers used shifts and add/subtracts (hey Paulie)



Single Constant Multiply (SCM)

• Finding the minimal number of adders needed is 
NP Complete

• But we can exhaustive search!

• Take every graph of 5 adders or less

• Edges are signed powers of 2

• Nodes are adder results

Gustafsson et al “Simplified Design of Constant 
Coefficient Multipliers”, Circuits, Systems & Signal 
Processing, 25(2), 225–251, 2006

1

4 1

256

16

1
1

5
261

341

These calculations were single use ad-hoc expressions

There are many trees that produce the same same result, which are 
optimal?

We can numerate all possible graphs of 5-or-less adders

- Here we cost by number of adders (shifts are free in FPGA)

In this diagram:
- Each node is an adder

- Each arc is a bit shift



Single Constant Multiply (SCM)

• Recursive table of graphs for every 8-bit 
constant where:

• e.g. the table tells us 109 has 3 adders:

𝐶 = 𝐶𝐴2𝑠𝐴 + 𝐶𝐵2𝑠𝐵

𝐶 = 1 ⋅ 27 −19 ⋅ 20

= 27 − 3 ⋅ 20 + 1 ⋅ 24 ⋅ 20

= 27 − 1 ⋅ 20 + 1 ⋅ 21 ⋅ 20 + 1 ⋅ 24 ⋅ 20

2

128

1
1

3 19

16

1 -1
109

From these graphs, recursive tables of optimal expressions have been 
produced.

Say you want to multiply by 109

109x has 3 adders

128*x – 19*x

19x has two adders

3*x + 1*x

3x has one adder

2*x + 1*x

No more guessing the expression trees



Multiple Constant Multiply (MCM)

• Solvers are being created to generate several results from one input

• This generalizes into calculating filter coefficients
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O Gustafsson. “A Difference Based Adder Graph Heuristic for Multiple 
Constant Multiplication Problems”, IEEE International Symposium on 
Circuits and Systems (ISCAS), pages 1097–1100, 2007 

Solvers have been proposed for merging multiple constants into a single 
tree

These trees calculate the result of two different values from a single 
input 

Using minimal resources

This has been generalized into finding trees for N-constants



Sum of Constant Products (SOCP)

• MCM trees can be inverted and 
transformed into SOCP trees

• e.g. complex multiplication

• e.g. matrix multiply
-
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Multiply Coefficient Multiply can be automatically transformed into Sums 
of Constant Products

By taking the tree and rotating it from top-to-bottom it now takes two 
inputs

Produces the weighted sum of both inputs

Sums of Constant Products pop up everywhere:

- Complex numbers

- 2x2 matrices



KCM Constant Multiply

• Break an input value into chunks, we can convert multiply into LUT lookups

𝑥4 𝑥3 𝑥2 𝑥1 𝑥0𝑥9 𝑥8 𝑥7 𝑥6 𝑥5𝑥14 𝑥13 𝑥12 𝑥11 𝑥10

Lookup 
Table

Lookup 
Table

Lookup 
Table

+

𝛼2𝛼

𝛼 bits

𝑋 =

𝐶𝑋2 𝐶𝑋1 𝐶𝑋0

𝐶𝑋

K D Chapman, “Fast Integer Multipliers Fit in FPGAs”, Electronic Design News, 1994. 

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

-------------------------------

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

+22𝛼𝐶𝑋2

+2𝛼𝐶𝑋1

𝐶𝑋0

𝛼 bits

= 𝐶𝑋

𝑋0𝑋1𝑋2

KCM is a method for calculating a constant times X for small constants 
without using up a whole multiplier

Some books try to tell you that “KCM” stands for “Konstant Coefficient 
Multiply”

It’s “Ken Chapman’s Method”

- Break your input into 5- or 6-bit chunks

- Table that small number TIMES your constant

- Table lookups using the FPGA LUTs

- Sum the lookups for a fast, low latency constant multiply

Excellent for small multipliers like  times-3, or 5, or 7



KCM Real Multiply

• KCM can also handle real values, e.g. multiply by 𝜋 where 𝑇𝑘 = 2𝑘𝛼 ⋅ 𝜋 ⋅ 𝑋𝑖

𝑥4 𝑥3 𝑥2 𝑥1 𝑥0𝑥9 𝑥8 𝑥7 𝑥6 𝑥5𝑥14 𝑥13 𝑥12 𝑥11 𝑥10

𝑇2
𝑇1

𝑇0

+

𝛼 bits

𝑋 =

𝐶𝑋2 𝐶𝑋1 𝐶𝑋0

𝐶𝑋

Round

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx...

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx...

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx...

-------------------------------

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

+𝐶𝑋0

+2𝛼𝐶𝑋1

22𝛼𝐶𝑋2

𝛼 bits

= 𝐶𝑋

𝑋2 𝑋1 𝑋0

KCM can also work for multiplying by a real number e.g. multiply-by-PI

Each table outputs a different number of bits

- Align the lookups

- Sum them

- Then correctly round using the guard bits

(Guard bits are extra bits added to allow us to decide whether to add 1 
or 0 for rounding)



Division by a Small Integer

• In radix 2𝑘 , each digit produces Q and remainder R

• Prepend the remainder to the next LUT index

𝑥3 𝑥2 𝑥1 𝑥0𝑥7 𝑥6 𝑥5 𝑥4

LUT

𝛼 bits

𝑋 = 𝑥11 𝑥10 𝑥9 𝑥8

LUT LUT0 0
𝑅2 𝑅1

𝑅0 = 𝑅

𝑄2 𝑄1 𝑄0

𝑄 =

F. de Dinechin & V. Lefevre, "Constant Multipliers for FPGAs" 
Proceedings of the International Conference on Parallel and Distributed 
Processing Techniques and Applications, PDPTA 2000, June 24-29, 2000

x         x/3   x%3 
-------------------
000000 -> 0000  00 
000001 -> 0000  01 
000010 -> 0000  10 
000011 -> 0001  00 
000100 -> 0001  01 
000101 -> 0001  10 
000110 -> 0010  00 
000111 -> 0010  01 
001000 -> 0010  10 
001001 -> 0011  00 
001010 -> 0011  01 
001011 -> 0011  10 
001100 -> 0100  00 
001101 -> 0100  01 
001110 -> 0100  10 
001111 -> 0101  00 
010000 -> 0101  01 
010001 -> 0101  10
011000 -> 1000  00 
011001 -> 1000  01 
011010 -> 1000  10 

x         x/3   x%3 
-------------------
011011 -> 1001  00 
011100 -> 1001  01 
011101 -> 1001  10 
011110 -> 1010  00 
011111 -> 1010  01 
100000 -> 1010  10 
100001 -> 1011  00 
100010 -> 1011  01 
100011 -> 1011  10 
100100 -> 1100  00 
100101 -> 1100  01 
100110 -> 1100  10 
100111 -> 1101  00 
101000 -> 1101  01 
101001 -> 1101  10 
101010 -> 1110  00 
101011 -> 1110  01 
101100 -> 1110  10 
101101 -> 1111  00 
101110 -> 1111  01 
101111 -> 1111  10 

Division by small integer does not need a full divider

e.g. divide-by-3

Remember that Long Division produces a QUOTIENT and a REMAINDER

Divide your value into 4-bit chunks

QUOT of a 4-bit number DIV 3 is a 3-bit number
REM is always a 2-bit number (i.e. MOD 3 = 0,1,2)

Make a table for a 6-bit index containing both the QUOT and the REM

Starting at the MSB chunk

- Lookup 00+CHUNK

- Extract the REM from the lookup

- Append the REM to the top of the next CHUNK

- Repeat down the chain

You end up with the integer QUOTIENT and the REMAINDER



Constant Division by Multiply-Add

• We can compute rounded, Quotient-only division using a multiply-add

• e.g., using round-towards-zero, 149 divided by 11:

• Other rounding modes covered in the paper

T. Drane, et al, “Correctly Rounded Constant Integer Division Via Multiply-Add”, 
Int. Symp. Circuits and Systems (ISCAS), pages 1243–1246, May 2012

𝑅𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑
𝑥

𝑑
=

𝑎𝑥 + 𝑏

2𝑘
𝑥 ∈ 0, 2𝑛 − 1

𝑥

11
=

23𝑥+16

28 ⇒
149

11
=

23⋅149+16

256
=

3443

256
= 13

Correctly Rounded Constant Division can also be done with a multiply-
add

You get the Quotient only, no Remainder

By calculating Ax+B then shifting the bits down, you can get rounded 
integer divisions

This paper covers finding the correct integer coefficients to make this 
work

(Whenever I say Integer, also think Fixed point)



Digit Recurrence

• Integer SQRT has some interesting 

properties, e.g. 127 = 11.2694 …

• Integer SQRT always returns half the 
number bits of the input (rounded 
up)

• SQRT of a fixed point number halves 
the power

2𝑛𝑥 = 2
𝑛
2 𝑥

• We can’t shift half a bit, instead pad 
with a zero to produce pairs of bits

• This significantly reduces the 
reconstruction hardware needed

011111112 = 10112

0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

1 0 11

Back to calculating Math Functions

One powerful methods is Digit Recurrence

To understand this, look at SQRT

Integer SQRT takes an N-bit value and produces N/2 bits of result

We can consider each pair of input bits and produce one output bit



Digit Recurrence SQRT

• Let’s guess that the MSB of the output is 1

• Square it and subtract it from the input D

• Check the sign, adjust Q and move to the next bit

• This is a Non-Restoring Digit Recurrence square root

D = 01111111
Q = 1000

D – Q * Q = 00111111 positive, Q += 0100
Q = 1100

D – Q * Q = 11101111 negative, Q -= 0010
Q = 1010

D – Q * Q = 11101111 positive, Q += 0001
Q = 1101

Start by guessing that the top-bit is a 1

Square our guess and subtract it from the input

- If it’s positive, out guess was too big – subtract the next bit

- If it’s negative, our guess was too small – add the next bit

This is the Non-Restoring Digit Recurrence SQRT

It costs one multiply-subtract per digit which is expensive

But it shows the idea of digit-by-digit algorithms



Digit Recurrence SQRT

• By keeping a remainder R, we can remove the multiply and use add-subtract

Yamin Li and Wanming Chu, "Implementation of Single Precision Floating Point Square Root on FPGAs,“
Proceedings The 5th Annual IEEE Symposium on Field-Programmable Custom Computing Machines, 1997

SQRT is closely related to division

By keeping a “remainder” we can remove the need for a multiply

This version uses only a single Adder-Subtractor per iteration



Digit Recurrence

D = 01111111
R4 = 0                               Q=0000   R: positive
R3 = 01 – 01 = 00                    Q=0001   R3: positive

R2 = 0011 – 0101 = 1110              Q=0010   R2: negative

R1 = 111011 + 001011 = 000110        Q=0101   R1: positive

R0 = 00011011 – 00010101 = 00000110  Q=1011   R0: positive

Visiting every digit one at a time is powerful concept

Leads to small, efficient solutions with long latency

Takes 16-clocks to output the SQRT of a 32-bit value

Higher radix digits, for example base 16, we can get low latency



High-Radix Digit Recurrence

High Radix Digit Recurrence is why recent hardware has been able to do 
work in a single cycle that took many cycles in the past

- Division

- 3D Vector Length

- Cube Roots (essential for polynomial solvers)



FPGA sincospi

• Instead of 4 quadrants, table-based 
sincospi for subdivides to Τ𝜋 64 or 
more

• The variable 𝐴 is a table index into 
sin 𝜋 × 𝐴 and cos 𝜋 × 𝐴

• The remaining fraction is used to 
approximate using Taylor series:

sin 𝑍 ≈ Τ𝑍2 2
cos 𝑍 ≈ 𝑍 − Τ𝑍3 6

where 𝑍 = 𝜋 × 𝑌𝑟𝑒𝑑
F. de Dinechin, et al, “Fixed-Point Trigonometric Functions on FPGAs”, Fourth International 
Symposium on Highly-Efficient Accelerators and Reconfigurable Technologies, Jun 2013
https://hal-ens-lyon.archives-ouvertes.fr/ensl-00802777

Back to Small Multipliers

Polynomial approximation requires many wide multipliers to multiply X^7

The goal of FPGA designs is to reduce resources

Hence SMALL MULTIPLIERS

This circuit is for a SIN-COS-PI function where the input is a value from [-1, 1] in fixed 
point

Individual bits are taken off the top

S = SIGN

Q = QUADRANT

O = OCTANT

There is MULTIPLY-BY-PI

There is DIVIDE-BY-6

And two units that directly calculate the Taylor sub-expressions Z^2/2 and Z-Z^3/2



Small Multipliers

• Computing Τ𝑍2 2 we covered earlier, 
using a squarer and a shift in the 
output

• The number of bits in each multiplier 
gets smaller as we use higher powers

Τ𝑍2 2

−

Τ𝑍3 6

𝑌𝑟𝑒𝑑

Τcos 𝑍 ≈ 1 − 𝑍2 2 Τsin 𝑍 ≈ 𝑍 − 𝑍3 6

𝑍

× 𝜋

Τ𝑍3 2 =
Τ𝑍 × (𝑍2 2)

3

Yred = 0.00000000001111111111111111111111 = 22 bits
Z = 0.00000000110010010000111111011001 = 24 bits

Z^2 = 0.00000000000000001001110111101001 = 16 bits
Z^2/2 = 0.00000000000000000100111011110100 = 15 bits

Z^3 = 0.00000000000000000000000001111100 = 7 bits
Z^3/2 = 0.00000000000000000000000000111110 = 6 bits
Z^3/6 = 0.00000000000000000000000000010100 = 5 bits

Z-Z^3/6 = 0.00000000110010010000111111000101 = 24 bits

How to calculate these subexpressions efficiently

We know how to SQUARE

DIVIDE-BY-2 is a shift, which is just wiring

How to calculate Z MINUS Z^3 DIVIDED BY 6

Let’s look at the bits lengths

Multipliers get smaller and smaller – perfect for FPGA



Bit Heaps

• If you think of the multiply as a 
column-of-sums

1  ....................100100010001
0  ...................000000000000.
0  ..................000000000000..
0  .................000000000000...
1  ................100100010001....
0  ...............000000000000.....
0  ..............000000000000......
0  .............000000000000.......
1  ............100100010001........
0  ...........000000000000.........
0  ..........000000000000..........
1  .........100100010001...........
-----------------------------------

00000000010100100011001100100001

Remember the SQUARER from earlier?

We sum columns



Bit Heaps

• If you think of the multiply as a 
column-of-sums

• And number you are multiplying by is 
fixed

1  ....................aaaaaaaaaaaa
0  ...................000000000000.
0  ..................000000000000..
0  .................000000000000...
1  ................bbbbbbbbbbbb....
0  ...............000000000000.....
0  ..............000000000000......
0  .............000000000000.......
1  ............cccccccccccc........
0  ...........000000000000.........
0  ..........000000000000..........
1  .........dddddddddddd...........
-----------------------------------

N. Brunie et al, “Arithmetic Core Generation Using Bit Heaps”, 23rd International 
Conference on Field Programmable Logic and Applications, Sep 2013
https://hal-ens-lyon.archives-ouvertes.fr/ensl-00738412v2

Now our multiplier is a CONST

Only the rows with a 1 are used



Bit Heaps

• If you think of the multiply as a 
column-of-sums

• And number you are multiplying by is 
fixed

• If we collapse the zeros, we only need 
to sum the bits in the remaining 
columns

1  ....................aaaaaaaaaaaa
0  ...................000000000000.
0  ..................000000000000..
0  .................000000000000...
1  ................bbbbbbbbbbbb....
0  ...............000000000000.....
0  ..............000000000000......
0  .............000000000000.......
1  ............cccccccccccc........
0  ...........000000000000.........
0  ..........000000000000..........
1  .........dddddddddddd...........
-----------------------------------

N. Brunie et al, “Arithmetic Core Generation Using Bit Heaps”, 23rd International 
Conference on Field Programmable Logic and Applications, Sep 2013
https://hal-ens-lyon.archives-ouvertes.fr/ensl-00738412v2

We can TETRIS style collapse the bits



Bit Heaps

• If you think of the multiply as a 
column-of-sums

• And number you are multiplying by is 
fixed

• If we collapse the zeros, we only need 
to sum the bits in the remaining 
columns

....................a...........

...................00a..........

..................0000a.........

.................000000a........

................bbbbb000a.......

...............000000b000a......

..............00000000b000a.....

.............0000000000b000a....

............ccccccccc000b000a...

...........0000000000c000b000a..

..........000000000000c000b000a.

.........dddddddddddd00c000b000a
-----------------------------------

N. Brunie et al, “Arithmetic Core Generation Using Bit Heaps”, 23rd International 
Conference on Field Programmable Logic and Applications, Sep 2013
https://hal-ens-lyon.archives-ouvertes.fr/ensl-00738412v2



Bit Heaps

• If you think of the multiply as a 
column-of-sums

• And number you are multiplying by is 
fixed

• If we collapse the zeros, we only need 
to sum the bits in the remaining 
columns

....................a...........

.....................a..........

......................a.........

.......................a........

................bbbbb...a.......

...............000000b...a......

..............00000000b...a.....

.............0000000000b...a....

............ccccccccc000b...a...

...........0000000000c000b...a..

..........000000000000c000b...a.

.........dddddddddddd00c000b...a
-----------------------------------

N. Brunie et al, “Arithmetic Core Generation Using Bit Heaps”, 23rd International 
Conference on Field Programmable Logic and Applications, Sep 2013
https://hal-ens-lyon.archives-ouvertes.fr/ensl-00738412v2



Bit Heaps

• If you think of the multiply as a 
column-of-sums

• And number you are multiplying by is 
fixed

• If we collapse the zeros, we only need 
to sum the bits in the remaining 
columns

................................

................................

................................

....................a...........

................bbbbba..........

...............000000ba.........

..............00000000ba........

.............0000000000ba.......

............ccccccccc000ba......

...........0000000000c000ba.....

..........000000000000c000ba....

.........dddddddddddd00c000baaaa
-----------------------------------

N. Brunie et al, “Arithmetic Core Generation Using Bit Heaps”, 23rd International 
Conference on Field Programmable Logic and Applications, Sep 2013
https://hal-ens-lyon.archives-ouvertes.fr/ensl-00738412v2



Bit Heaps

• If you think of the multiply as a 
column-of-sums

• And number you are multiplying by is 
fixed

• If we collapse the zeros, we only need 
to sum the bits in the remaining 
columns

................................

................................

................................

....................a...........

................bbbbba..........

.....................ba.........

......................ba........

.......................ba.......

............ccccccccc...ba......

...........0000000000c...ba.....

..........000000000000c...ba....

.........dddddddddddd00c...baaaa
-----------------------------------

N. Brunie et al, “Arithmetic Core Generation Using Bit Heaps”, 23rd International 
Conference on Field Programmable Logic and Applications, Sep 2013
https://hal-ens-lyon.archives-ouvertes.fr/ensl-00738412v2



Bit Heaps

• If you think of the multiply as a 
column-of-sums

• And number you are multiplying by is 
fixed

• If we collapse the zeros, we only need 
to sum the bits in the remaining 
columns

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

....................a...........

................bbbbba..........

............cccccccccba.........

...........0000000000cba........

..........000000000000cbaaaa....

.........dddddddddddd00cbbbbaaaa
-----------------------------------

N. Brunie et al, “Arithmetic Core Generation Using Bit Heaps”, 23rd International 
Conference on Field Programmable Logic and Applications, Sep 2013
https://hal-ens-lyon.archives-ouvertes.fr/ensl-00738412v2



Bit Heaps

• If you think of the multiply as a 
column-of-sums

• And number you are multiplying by is 
fixed

• If we collapse the zeros, we only need 
to sum the bits in the remaining 
columns

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

....................a...........

................bbbbba..........

............cccccccccba.........

.....................cba........

......................cbaaaa....

.........dddddddddddd..cbbbbaaaa
-----------------------------------

N. Brunie et al, “Arithmetic Core Generation Using Bit Heaps”, 23rd International 
Conference on Field Programmable Logic and Applications, Sep 2013
https://hal-ens-lyon.archives-ouvertes.fr/ensl-00738412v2



Bit Heaps

• If you think of the multiply as a 
column-of-sums

• And number you are multiplying by is 
fixed

• If we collapse the zeros, we only need 
to sum the bits in the remaining 
columns

• This is a bit heap

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

................................

....................a...........

................bbbbbaaa........

............cccccccccbbbaaaa....

.........ddddddddddddcccbbbbaaaa
-----------------------------------

N. Brunie et al, “Arithmetic Core Generation Using Bit Heaps”, 23rd International 
Conference on Field Programmable Logic and Applications, Sep 2013
https://hal-ens-lyon.archives-ouvertes.fr/ensl-00738412v2

To make us a BITHEAP

Label each bit where it came from

Also label each bit with timings  (some bits may appear later than 
others)



Bit Heap Arithmetic and Evaluation

• The sum or product of two bit heaps is another bit heap

• By notating each bit with it’s place value position, we can collapse complex expressions 
into a single bit heap

• Bit heaps are evaluated using a Compressor Tree of Counters

H. Parandeh-Afshar et al, “Efficient synthesis of compressor trees on FPGAs”, Proceedings of the 2008 
Asia and South Pacific Design Automation Conference (ASP-DAC ‘08), 2008
https://www.epfl.ch/labs/lap/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/ParandehAfsharJan08_EfficientSynthesisOfCompressorTreesOnFpgas_ASPDAC08.pdf

(3:2) Counters (3,3;4)GPC

(5,5;4)GPC

(3,5;4)GPC

Bit Heaps have an arithmetic

- The sum of two Bit Heaps is a Bit Heap

- The Product of two Bit Heaps is a Bit Heap (repeated summation)

- there are bit-tricks for handling SUBTRACTION and NEGATION

The result is evaluated using a COMPRESSOR TREE

a COUNTER is a fundamental unit, like a FULL ADDER, that counts 1-bits 



Bit Heap for Taylor sub-expressions

F. de Dinechin, et al, “Fixed-Point Trigonometric Functions on FPGAs”, Fourth International 
Symposium on Highly-Efficient Accelerators and Reconfigurable Technologies, Jun 2013
https://hal-ens-lyon.archives-ouvertes.fr/ensl-00802777

Τ𝑍2 2

−

Τ𝑍3 6

𝑌𝑟𝑒𝑑

Τcos 𝑍 ≈ 1 − 𝑍2 2 Τsin 𝑍 ≈ 𝑍 − 𝑍3 6

𝑍

× 𝜋

• From the SinCosPi function earlier, here is 𝑍 − Τ𝑍3 6

This is the Bit Heap for Z – Z^3 / 6



Full Adder Compressor

• The simplest compressor uses a Full Adder 
to reduce 3-bits to 2-bits

• Many FA units chained together to reduce 
the bit heap

• An inefficient efficient use of FPGA 
hardware

M. Kumm and J. Kappauf, "Advanced Compressor Tree Synthesis for FPGAs", 

IEEE Transactions on Computers, vol. 67, no. 8, pp. 1078-1091, 1 Aug. 2018

FA⇓

The simplest compressor is a 3:2 counter built from a FULL ADDER

Takes 3-bits produces 2-bits

Early Compression Trees would use many of these to reduce a Bit Heap



Efficient GPCs for FPGA hardware

• A single slice of a Xilinx FPGA 
can calculate a (1,4,1,5;5) GPC

• Linear Programming is used to 
Tetris together the GPCs

M. Kumm and J. Kappauf, "Advanced Compressor Tree Synthesis for FPGAs", 

IEEE Transactions on Computers, vol. 67, no. 8, pp. 1078-1091, 1 Aug. 2018

A single FULL ADDER is not an efficient of an FPGA slice

We can use the LUTs and CARRY subsystems to make larger 
Compressors

These are then fitted together TETRIS-style using Integer Linear 
Programming

e.g. FLOPOCO is an open source package that, among many other 
things, can generate optimal compressor trees in VHDL



CORDIC is a hammer

• CORDIC is the grandfather of digital math ops, invented 1967

• It’s what everyone will recommend, but it only calculates 7 functions.

• 𝑠𝑖 decides the mode of the CORDIC iteration

P.K.Meher et al, “50 years of CORDIC: algorithms, architectures, and applications”, 
IEEE Transactions on Circuits and Systems, September 2009
https://doi.org/10.1109/TCSI.2009.2025803

𝑥𝑖+1 = 𝑥𝑖 − 𝑚 ⋅ 𝑠𝑖 ⋅ 2−𝑖 ⋅ 𝑦𝑖

𝑦𝑖+1 = 𝑦𝑖 + 𝑠𝑖 ⋅ 2−𝑖 ⋅ 𝑥𝑖

𝑤𝑖+1 = 𝑤𝑖 − 𝑠𝑖 ⋅ 𝛼 𝑖

𝑠𝑖 = ቊ
sign 𝑤𝑖 , for rotation mode

−sign 𝑦𝑖 , for vectoring mode

where 𝛼 𝑖 =

atan 2−𝑖 , for circular

2−𝑖 , for linear

atanh 2−𝑖 , for hyperbolic

A lot of older DSP books and courses concentrate on CORDIC

It’s a powerful tool

But today there are better ways on FPGA

CORDIC is still the winner for ATAN2



CORDIC in hardware

CORDIC is, at it’s heart, a digit recurrence algorithm

- Three adder-subtractor

- Two shifts

- One sign test 

- A precomputed table

The algorithm stays the same

Depending on setup it calculates 6 major functions



CORDIC is a hammer

SINCOS, TAN, LOG, EXP, Hyperbolic, ATAN. Division, 2D VECLENGTH 
and Polar-to-Rectangular

CC =Circular

LC = Linear

HC = Hyperbolic

RM = Rotation mode  where 𝑠𝑖 = 𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝑤𝑖

VM = Vectoring Mode where 𝑠𝑖 = −𝑠𝑖𝑔𝑛 𝑦𝑖



CORDIC gotchas...

• In rotation mode, CORDIC will calculate

• Where

• Which can be handled in postprocess using a full-size multiplier

• But it is an odd thing to be recommending

𝑥𝑛 = 𝐾 𝑥0 cos 𝑤0 − 𝑦0 sin 𝑤0

𝐾 = ෑ

𝑖=0

𝑛

Τ1 1 + 2−2𝑖 ≈ 1.6467605 …

The details however...

It doesn’t quite calculate these functions

It calculates a scaled version, you have to add operations to finish them 
off

After 50 years, these are all well understood

Once you grok CORDIC, everything looks like a nail.



Bipartite tables

• Bipartite tables is a method for fitting more accuracy into less storage

• First we split a 0.5,1.0 mantissa into three sections of 𝑘-bits (where 𝑘 = 𝑛/3)

• Then we take the order-1 Taylor expansion of a function 𝑓 𝑥

• And substitute the order-0 Taylor expansion of 𝑓′ 𝑥1 + 𝑥22−2𝑘

𝑥 ≈ 𝑥1 + 𝑥22−𝑘 + 𝑥32−2𝑘

𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥3𝑥 =

𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑓 𝑥1 + 𝑥22−𝑘 + 𝑥32−2𝑘𝑓′ 𝑥1 + 𝑥22−𝑘 + 휀1

𝑓 𝑥 = 𝑓 𝑥1 + 𝑥22−𝑘 + 𝑥32−2𝑘𝑓′ 𝑥1 + 휀1 + 휀2

Lookup tables

Instead of tabulating a large number of entries:

- Break the index into parts 

- Make several parallel lookups

- Sum the result

This reduces table size with guaranteed accuracy across the range



Bipartite tables

• This gives us the Bipartite formula

where

• The error proves that a function can be approximated with 𝑛-bits of accuracy by 
the sum of 2 terms looked up using Τ2𝑛 3-bit table indexes

𝑓 𝑥 = 𝛼 𝑥1, 𝑥2 + 𝛽 𝑥1, 𝑥3 + 휀

𝛼 𝑥1, 𝑥2 = 𝑓 𝑥1 + 𝑥22−𝑘

𝛽 𝑥1, 𝑥3 = 𝑥32−2𝑘𝑓′ 𝑥1

and 휀 ≤ 1

2
2−4𝑘 + 2−3𝑘 max 𝑓′′ ≈ 2−3𝑘 max 𝑓′′

Jean-Michel Muller, “A few results on table-based methods”, LIP RR-1998-46, 
Laboratoire de l'informatique du parallélisme, 1998
http://perso.ens-lyon.fr/jean-michel.muller/MullerDevReliableComputing99.pdf

x-1 x-2 x-3 x-4 x-5 x-6

TIV TO

+

Error is less than 2^-3K so it never appears in the output

Tables size is now 2N/3 instead of 2^N



Bipartite tables

• Applying this to the reciprocal 𝑓 𝑥 = Τ1 (1 + 𝑥) over [0.5, 1.0]

• For a 12-bit table:

• Set 𝑘 = 4 to produce two tables of 256 entries = 8-bit index

• The 𝛼 table (TIV) will store 12-bit values

• The 𝛽 table (TO) has values where the most significant 2𝑘 = 8−bits are zero

TIV = Table of Initial Values

TO = Table of Offsets

Here we encode RECIP for a 12-bit table

K = 4, producing two 8-bit tables with 256 entries

Also, the leading bits of the BETA table are all zeros, do not need to 
store them

Terminology:

- TIV = Table of Initial Values

- TO = Table of Offsets



Bipartite tables

• Reconstruction produces a full tabulation of 1/(1+x) over 4096 entries

• The abs error is guaranteed to be below 2−3𝑘 max 𝑓′′ = 0.0001447

Using the two 256-entry tables we can reconstruct the full 4096 table

The reconstruction error is guaranteed below 0.0001447

Same as a 4096 entry table



Tripartite tables

• This process can generate Tripartite tables with 𝑘 = 𝑛/5 bits per section

where

• Giving us a largest table size of 3𝑛/5 address bits

𝑥1 𝑥2 𝑥3𝑥 = 𝑥4 𝑥5

𝑓 𝑥 = 𝛾 𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3 + 𝛿 𝑥1, 𝑥2, x4 + 𝜃 𝑥1, 𝑥5 + 휀

𝛾 𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥3 = 𝑓 𝑥1 + 𝑥22−𝑘 + 𝑥32−2𝑘

𝛿 𝑥1, 𝑥2, 𝑥4 = 𝑥42−3𝑘𝑓′ 𝑥1 + 𝑥22−𝑘

𝜃 𝑥1, 𝑥5 = 𝑥52−4𝑘𝑓′ 𝑥1

and 휀 ≤ 1

2
2−6𝑘 + 2 × 2−5𝑘 max 𝑓′′ ≈ 2−5𝑘+1 max 𝑓′′

We can subdivide the mantissa further and produce Tripartite tables 
using k = n/5 bits per section

This gives us 3N/5 entries vs N^5

The number of additions quickly stops any advantage of going deeper

This theory generalizes into Multi-Partitite Tables



General Multipartite tables

• General Multipartite architectures can get very interesting

TIV TO2
TO1 TO0

+

XORs

TABLE

XORs

F. de Dinechin, A. Tisserand, “Multipartite table methods”, IEEE 
Transactions on Computers, 2005, 54 (3), pp.319-330.
https://hal-ens-lyon.archives-ouvertes.fr/ensl-00542210/file/2005-TC-Multipartite.pdf

General Multipartite Tables can get wild

The wins from halving the table size more than make up for the 
increased circuitry

Same accuracy, less resources

FLOPOCO can generate multipartite tables of arbitrary functions using 
the open source SOLLYA numerics package to evaluate the tables



Evaluating Trig at Regular Steps

• We know that sin 𝑥 + 𝜃 = sin 𝑥 𝑐𝑜𝑠 𝜃 + cos 𝑥 sin 𝜃
cos 𝑥 + 𝜃 = cos 𝑥 cos 𝜃 − sin 𝑥 sin 𝜃

• To evaluate this at regular angle steps of 𝜃

• This is the “Coupled” or “Standard Quadrature” oscillator

• It takes 4 multiplies and two add/subs. Can we do this quicker?

Precalculate S = sin 𝜃
C = cos 𝜃

Set 𝑥0 = 0, 𝑦0 = 1
Iterate:

𝑥𝑛 = 𝑥𝑛−1 ∗ 𝐶 + 𝑦𝑛−1 ∗ S
𝑦𝑛 = 𝑦𝑛−1 ∗ 𝐶 − 𝑥𝑛−1 ∗ S

Sometimes you need to evaluate sines on a grid
- Sound synthesis

- Modeling water

- Animation

You can do this without using Trig (beyond setup)

We know the identity for sin(a+b) 

We can pre-calculate two constants for angle-per-iteration

Then to find the next step it’s 4 MULTS and 2 add/subs

The DSP world calls these DISCRETE OSCILLATORS

This one is called Standard or Coupled Quadrature 



Biquad Oscillator

• We can use a single multiply-add:

• Produces two copies of the cosine, phase shifted by 𝜃 (e.g. one step)

cos 𝜙 + 𝜃 = 2 cos 𝜃 cos 𝜙 − cos 𝜙 − 𝜃

𝑥𝑛 = 2 cos 𝑏 𝑥𝑛−1 − 𝑦𝑛−1

𝑦𝑛 = 𝑥𝑛−1

The cheapest is the BIQUAD oscillator

It only takes a single MULTIPLY-ADD and a SWAP

And generates a pair of sine waves offset by one grid step



Digital Waveguide

• What if you want to produce both sine and cosine?

• Produces both signals in quadrature, but at different magnitudes

𝑡 = cos 𝜃 𝑥𝑛−1 + 𝑦𝑛−1

𝑥𝑛 = 𝑡 − 𝑦𝑛−1

𝑦𝑛 = 𝑡 + 𝑥𝑛−1

But you need to produce both SIN and COS at the same time?

If you don’t mind them being at different amplitudes, you can get 
quadrature with a single multiply and three add/subs



Staggered Update

• To fix the magnitudes we can loosen phase preconditions

• Produces unit magnitude waves offset by Τ𝜃 2 from quadrature

𝑘 = 2 sin Τ𝜃 2
𝑦𝑛 = 𝑦𝑛−1 − 𝑘𝑥𝑛−1

𝑥𝑛 = 𝑥𝑛−1 + 𝑘𝑦𝑛

You need the SIN and COS to be the same amplitude?

OK, we can get them for two MULT and two adds

But offset by 45 DEGREES instead of 90 DEGREES



The Underlying Theory

• Each of these can be written in matrix form

• The preconditions for stable oscillation are:

𝑎𝑑 − 𝑐𝑏 = 1 which implies det 𝑀 = 1, the gain is unity

𝑎 + 𝑑 < 2 which implies 𝑀 has complex eigenvalues

C.Turner, “Digital Resonators”, comp.dsp Conference, Apr 2010

𝑥𝑛

𝑦𝑛
=

𝑎 𝑏
𝑐 𝑑

𝑥𝑛−1

𝑦𝑛−1

This menagerie of functions has an underlying theory

Every Discrete Oscillator can be rewritten in matrix form

There are two preconditions for oscillation:

1. the matrix determinant is exactly ONE

2. the matrix has complex Eigenvalues



The Underlying Theory

• Each of these can be written in matrix form

• 𝑀 can be analyzed as the product of three complex matrices A = 𝑆𝐷𝑆−1

• Successive rotation raises 𝐴𝑛 = 𝑆𝐷𝑆−1 𝑆𝐷𝑆−1 𝑆𝐷𝑆−1 …

C.Turner, “Recursive Discrete-Time Sinusoidal Oscillators”, IEEE Signal Processing, 2003

𝑆 =
1 1

𝜓𝑒𝑖𝜃 𝜓𝑒−𝑖𝜃 D = 𝑒𝑖𝜃 0
0 𝑒−𝑖𝜃

= 𝑆𝐷𝑛𝑆−1

𝑥𝑛

𝑦𝑛
=

𝑎 𝑏
𝑐 𝑑

𝑥𝑛−1

𝑦𝑛−1

If you are interested in the underlying theory

Each successful DISCRETE OSCILLATOR breaks down into the product of 
two matrices S and D

Applied as S times D times Inverse-S

- Iterating is the same as raising S-D-InverseS to an integer power

- This collapses into the D-matrix being raised to a power and outside 
S’s remaining untouched

Read the paper for much more



Catalog of Oscillators

• Coupled Quadrature

• Magic Circle

• Quadrature Staggered

• BiQuad Oscillator

• Digital Waveguide

• Reinsch

𝑘 = sin 𝜃

𝑀 =
1 − 𝑘2 𝑘

−𝑘 1 − 𝑘2

𝑘 = 2 sin Τ𝜃 2

M = 1 − 𝑘2 𝑘
−𝑘 1

𝑘 = 2cos 𝜃

𝑀 =
𝑘 −1
1 0

𝑘 = cos 𝜃

𝑀 =
𝑘 𝑘 − 1

𝑘 + 1 𝑘

𝑘 = cos 𝜃

M = 𝑘 1 − 𝑘2

−1 𝑘

𝑘 = 2cos 𝜃 − 1

𝑀 =
𝑘 1

𝑘 − 1 1

• Type A

• Type B

• Type C

𝑘 = 4 sin2 𝜃/2

𝑀 =
1 − 𝑘 −𝑘

1 1

𝑘 = 2 cos 𝜃

𝑀 =
0 1

−1 𝑘

𝑘 = 4 cos2 𝜃/2

𝑀 =
𝑘 − 1 𝑘

−1 −1

C.Turner, “Oscillator Resonator Parameter Table for Goertzel Applications”, Apr 2010

From this analysis several new DISCRETE OSCILLATORS were found

Some were DISCRETE OSCILLATORS were well known to the DSP 
community

One was even patented (but no longer)

Each one has different properties in cost, stability, quadrature offset, 
amplitude, etc



Hyperstable Quadrature Oscillator

• Changing frequency only works for frequencies up to 1/4 sampling rate

• Martin Vicanek published a quadrature oscillator that takes two half-steps: 

• This remains stable from VLF to KHz rates independent of sampling rate

https://vicanek.de/articles/QuadOsc.pdf

𝑘1 = tan Τ𝜃 2
𝑘2 = sin 𝜃 = Τ2𝑘1 (1 + 𝑘1

2)
𝑤𝑛 = 𝑥𝑛−1 − 𝑘1𝑦𝑛−1

𝑦𝑛 = 𝑦𝑛−1 + 𝑘2𝑤𝑛

𝑥𝑛 = 𝑤𝑛 − 𝑘1𝑦𝑛

Most oscillators can only handle frequencies up to 1/4 of SAMPLING 
RATE before becoming unstable

A new form of double-step oscillator was recently published by Martin 
Vincanek

It is stable from VLF to KHz frequencies

Stable almost independent of sampling rate

If you are starting with discrete oscillators, and you can afford the 
update cost, I recommend the HYPERSTABLE QUADRATURE OSCILLATOR



Changing Amplitude with Auto Gain Control

• We can calculate the power 𝑃 (sum of amplitudes squared)

• If we restrict ourselves only to quadrature oscillators, this simplifies:

• Apply gain to the state variables 𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛 using convergence factor 𝑞

𝑃 =
𝑥𝑛

2 −
𝑏
𝑐

𝑦𝑛
2 − 2

−𝑏
𝑐

𝑥𝑛𝑦𝑛 cos 𝜙

sin2 𝜙

𝑃 = 𝑥𝑛
2 −

𝑏

𝑐
𝑦𝑛

2

𝐺 =
𝑃0

𝑞

𝑃𝑞
≈ 1 + 𝑞 − 𝑞

𝑃

𝑃0

Errors can accumulate over time, causing AMPLITUDE to change

So for long-term use (e.g. software synths) we need to apply AUTO 
GAIN CONTROL

- The full expression for amplitude is hairy

- Assuming quadrature oscillation simplifies it a lot

Taylor Series approximation that’s cheaper than raising to a power



Changing Frequency

• To change frequency, you update 𝑘 and recalculate 𝑀 for each change in 𝜃𝑖

• Doing this leads to the problem of  amplitude change

• Assuming quadrature oscillation, we combat this using AGC:

1. Update the state variables 𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛

2. Update the matrix M for the new frequency 𝜃𝑖

3. Calculate power 𝑃 using the updated variables 𝑏, 𝑐
4. Use the Automatic Gain Control to re-normalize the state variables 𝑥𝑛, 𝑦𝑛

Changing frequency is a matter of updating k and recalculating the M 
matrix to re-apply the next iteration

Doing this leads to amplitude change

So couple it with AUTO GAIN CONTROL to keep your oscillator stable

The steps are:



Resources

• Jean-Michel Muller “Elementary Functions, Algorithms and 
Implementation, Third Edition”, Birkhauser, 2016

• Henry S Warren Jr, “Hacker’s Delight, Second Edition”, 
Addison Wesley, 2013

• Jean-Michel Muller et al, “Handbook of Floating Point 
Arithmetic, Second Edition", Birkhauser, 2018

• Miloš D. Ercegovac, “Digital Arithmetic”,
Morgan Kaufmann, 2003

• Also an upcoming book from
Florent de Dinechin and Martin Kumm
titled “Application Specific Arithmetic:
Computing Just Right for the
Reconfigurable Computer and the
Dark Silicon Era”

(somewhat delayed by Covid-19)

Some books and references to leave you with

ELEMENTARY FUNCTIONS and the HANDBOOK of FP ARITHMETIC, Jean 
Michel Muller and others write light overviews of many techniques, so 
you will want to dig up the references for details.

HACKERS DELIGHT is a timeless, invaluable exploration of bit twiddling 
and hackery

- All options are explored and caveats are explained

- It’s a masterpiece of bit-level techniques

DIGITAL ARITHMETIC by Ecergovac is currently $902.81 on Amazon, 
$602.50 used so GOOD LUCK

The best single book to buy is as yet unpublished –

APPLICATION SPECIFIC ARITHMETIC by de Dinechin and Kumm
I can HIGHLY recommend what I have read so far.




